TOUR PROPOSAL Wilbraham&Monson Academy Program
June 3 - 12, 2019

ITINERARY PROPOSAL
Please read this itinerary with reference to the notes at the end.

DAY 1

Kansai International Airport ~ Kyoto

Meals: D

Arrive in Japan and transfer to our accommodation in Kyoto. A
full briefing on the days ahead follows over dinner in a local
restaurant.

DAY 2

Kyoto

Meals: B,D

Kyoto is an elegant city that, until 1869, was Japan’s capital,
and remains the cradle of much of nation’s traditional culture. It
also contains 17 UNESCO World Heritage Sites and our
exploration of the city begins at one of these, Nijo-jo castle.
Nijo-jo was the Kyoto residence of the Tokugawa Shoguns, the
rulers of Japan in the Edo Period (1603 - 1868). We explore
the magnificent audience halls, the only examples still in
existence, and learn about the samurai and daily life at the
Shogun’s court.
From earthly power we transfer across town to heavenly power
and more Unesco sites at Rokuon-ji and Ryoan-ji temples.
Rokuon-ji is famed for its Golden Pavilion. Coated in gold leaf
and reflected in a lake, the Pavilion is probably Japan’s most
recognisable icon after Mt. Fuji. We walk to nearby Ryoan-ji
temple and its world famous garden, considered the epitome of
a Zen Buddhist garden.
This afternoon, we experience the Tea Ceremony in the
informative and enthralling company of a Tea Master. We
delve into the ceremony, a delightful and deeply meaningful
practice far from the rigid image it often has, and also make
tea for each other. Appreciation of art and ceramics is as much
a part of our time here as the tea itself, and your curiosity will
be appreciated by our host.
N.B. Space is limited at the tea room and our group may be
split into two, reversing the daily AM:PM itinerary.
We head back to our hotel for some time to rest before dinner
near the station.

DAY 3

Total walking: Total
walking:
Approximately 5km
Meals: B,D

Kyoto
We start our day at Sanjusangendo, a temple known for its
1001 statues of Kannon, the goddess of mercy and one of the
longest wooden hall in Japan. We then walk to Kiyomizu-dera,
and toward the off the beaten track up toward Shogunzuka.
We follow this with a forest walk down to the Chion-in
bell/temple (largest bell in Japan at 70 tons!) and continue
walking down to nearby Maruyama Park.

From here we return to Kyoto for a visit to the bustling centre
of town, including Nishiki market and Teramachi for a chance
to window shop, buy an interesting souvenir or sample one of
the delightful morsels Kyoto is famed for before our dinner in
the centre of town.
DAY 4

Total walking: Total
walking:
Approximately 6km
Meals: B,L,D

DAY 5

Kyoto ~ Ena ~ Nakatsugawa ~ Yamaguchi
After breakfast, we transfer on the Shinkansen Bullet train to
Nagoya and onwards by express train to Ena. We visit the
nearby and excellent Hiroshige Print Museum in Ena. Here we
learn about the print making process, make our own prints and
see originals on display. We then set out on the train again for
a quick transfer to Nakatsugawa. Time here for lunch before
we continue our walk in hilly countryside to Shinchaya, our inn
for the night. Located in a delightful rural setting, the inn serves
as a lovely environment for us to experience traditional life.

Yamaguchi ~ Magome ~ O-Tsumago

Meals: B,L,D

Walk to Magome post-town, the home of Japan's first modern
novelist, Shimazaki Toson and author of Before the Dawn.
Time here to freely explore this pleasant old town and
purchase lunch. Then, onwards along the old highway via quiet
roads and forest paths to Otsumago, a small cluster of inns.
Stay in an old, traditional inn. Enjoy an evening bath at a
mountain top hot spring before dinner and then folk singing
with a local expert.

DAY 6

O-Tsumago ~ Tsumago ~ Nagiso ~ Kiso
Machi Junior High School

Total walking: Total
walking: 12km.

Explore the post town of Tsumago, including a visit to a highclass inn (designated for important Samurai travellers) and
local history museum before continuing to walk along the
Nakasendo to Nagiso.

Total walking: Total
walking about 11km.

Meals: B,L,D

At Nagiso visit the Momosuke Bridge. Learn about how
Momosuke developed hydro-electric power in the Kiso Valley.
Also learn about Sadayakko, the most famous geisha of her
age who led a colourful life.
Transfer directly by train to Kiso. Kiso town was one of two
places on the Nakasendo with a Sekisho, or barrier station and
w evisit this location to learn about travel in the Edo period
under the watchful eye of the Shogunate.
We visit a local cultural center to try our hand at making soba
buckwheat noodles. The soba is enjoyed with delicious
Japanese style pickles for lunch. Later back in Kisofukushima,
we visit the local Kiso Junior High school for a cultural
exchange. This is followed by dinner prepared with local
ingredients.
N.B. The school exchange is dependent on availability.

DAY 7

Total walking: Total
walking: 8km.
Meals: B,L,D

DAY 8

Total walking: Total
walking: 5km (in town)
Meals: B,L
Internet: WiFi access
available

Kiso-Fukushima - Tori Pass - Narai
Weather permitting, a short transfer by local train before
continuing our walk over the Torii Pass, the 3rd highest on the
Nakasendo Way. Narai, another picturesque post-town, is on
the far side of the pass and its shops, restaurants and cafes
provide a warm welcome. Our inn is in the centre of town and it
serves as a lovely environment to enjoy our last evening in
rural Japan.

Narai ~ Tokyo
After an early breakfast, we transfer to Tokyo via Matsumoto.
Once we leave our luggage at the hotel, we fist visit the Tokyo
National Museum; the oldest museum in Japan and one of the
largest art museums in the world. After some time at the
museum, Ueno Park, and the Ameyoko open air market we
head toward Akihabara for dinner before arriving back at our
hotel.
Accommodation: Yaesu Terminal Hotel http://www.yth.jp

DAY 9

Meals: B,D
Internet: WiFi access
available

Tokyo
This morning, we enjoy a walking exploration of Tokyo
beginning at Nihonbashi, the centre of commercial Japan in
the Edo Period and the point to which all the nation’s principal
roads, including the Nakasendo Way, led. Nihonbashi was
literally on the door step of Edo Castle and this is where most
travellers to Edo completed their journeys.
We walk via the modern business district of Marunouchi to the
Imperial Palace. Marunouchi is now Japan’s premier business
district but was once an integral part of Edo Castle, the
Tokugawa Shogun’s seat of power, and we uncover some
clues to this on our way. Edo Castle became the Imperial
Palace and today it provides a verdant, green refuge, 5km
(3.11 miles) in circumference, at the very centre of Tokyo.
However, as large as the current extent of the Palace grounds
are, they represent only a fragment of Edo Castle’s original 16
km (9.94 miles) periphery.
We transfer by Tokyo’s clean and efficient public transport
system to Roppongi first to visit the Mori museum, a
contemporary art museum on the 52nd and 53rd floor of the
Roppongi Hills building with great views of the city. This is
followed by a visit to Harajuku, which has long been the centre
of Japanese youth culture. Here clothes stores and cafes,
squeezed next to each other, are frequented by fashionable
young Japanese. Here you have free time to explore the area
and also visit adjacent and upmarket Aoyama.
After dinner we celebrate our week long adventure together by
trying our vocal skills at Karaoke, a Japanese favorite.
Accommodation: Yaesu Terminal Hotel http://www.yth.jp

DAY 10

Tokyo ~ Airport

Meals: B

Breakfast is followed by our last train journey to the airport for
our flight back home.

NOTES
01

This itinerary is ground only beginning in Kansai International Airport and ending in Narita
International Airport. The Walk Japan tour leader will join your group in Kansai International
Airport and escort you throughout the tour to the end.

02

Your Walk Japan tour leader is an experienced guide, knowledgeable about Japan and the
Japanese, and fluent in English and Japanese.

03

Meals provided in the tour are noted in the itinerary above. Japanese cuisine is as varied as it
is high in quality. Your tour leader will advise you how you may best enjoy meals not provided
in the tour.

04

We stay in western style business hotels and Japanese inns.

05

Drinks are not included in the price of the tour. However, water and green tea are provided with
most, if not all, meals.

06

Entrance fees for visits with your tour leader to museums, etc. are included.

07

Luggage: As there is no porter service in Japan one piece of back pack per person is advised.

08

WiFi and other internet connections are only available in Kyoto and Tokyo.

09

This itinerary is subject to change.

Walk Japan is the pioneer of off-the-beaten-track walking tours in Japan. Authentic and enjoyable tours to discover
Japan, its people, society and culture. Beginning in 1992 with our innovative and best-selling Nakasendo Way tour, we
were the first to successfully introduce the real Japan, geographically and culturally, that often remains inaccessible for
most visitors to the country. Since then, Walk Japan has created more original tours throughout Japan and been widely
recognised for its work, including selection by National Geographic as one of the 200 Best Adventure Travel Companies
on Earth.

